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About This Game

Defend your city from alien invaders in this colorful virtual reality game! Aim, shoot, and protect your planet for as long as you
can in a variety of game modes & special missions!

Please note: This game is in early access because it's not yet finished. Your feedback will help us make the game so much better
- you can report bugs and suggest new content through these forms!

 The bug/error reporting form.

 The content suggestion form.

Planet Protector VR is perfect for showcasing virtual reality to your friends, family, and other newcomers to the virtual world!
Put on your favorite headset and jump in - defend the USA Capitol Building, the Eiffel Tower and many other famous

landmarks as well as your own city. Bringing back gameplay from gaming eras long gone and throwing it in to new virtual reality
technology, blast away the outer-space invaders and defend yourself against their missiles & other attacks. Proven to be great
for gamers & non-gamers alike through almost a year of constant exhibiting & demos around Australia, in schools, at business

events, and other awesome places. Everybody wants to protect their planet!

Using motion controllers, you can aim at the alien invaders and fire as much as you like - these simple & intuitive controls work
across a variety of VR platforms & devices, allowing everyone to jump in and do their duty for their planet! Become the Planet

Protector today!
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This game has more content updates planned throughout the coming months as well. More themed missions & locations, plus
more enemies and other cool features!
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planet protector vr

A deceptively simple game that actually is fun for everbody, including first time users like me. Controls are excellent, and the
different enemies pose a variety of challenges, while still being exceedingly satisfying to eliminate. This is a polished game that
avoids all the pitfalls of Early Access. More content is coming, but you don't need to wait to get your hands on a great VR game.
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